
1.29 Word Syllable PoS L2 Definition Collocation Word Family

1061 sex O n the state of being male or female mostly biological People often know the sex of their baby before they are born. sexual (adj), sex (v)

1062 deliver oOo verb to take something to a person or place Amazon delivers usually within two days. deliver newspapers.

1063 video Ooo n a recording of moving visual images made digitally or 
on videotape Did you watch the video of the film project? video store video (v)

1064 connection oOo n something that joins things together; being joined The seniors in your club will be good connections for you when you start looking for a job. connect (v)

1065 primary Ooo adj most important, most basic or essential We study the primary skills of reading, writing, speaking and listening. prime (v/n), primarily (adv)

1066 weather Oo n whether it is raining, sunny, cold etc outside cold weather; warm weather; How is the weather in Nagoya? weather (v)

1067 collect oO verb to gather things/people together in one place collect coins/stamps, They are collecting money for the victims 
of the typhoon. collection (n), collector (n)

1068 inform oO verb to give information or facts about something We are sorry to inform you, but you failed the retake exam. 
Please inform the office. information (n)

1069 principle Ooo n A natural law that explains how things work. The principle of fair play is important. It's a matter of principle. principled (adj)

1070 straight O adj not having curves, bends, or angles Straight hair is popular with young women. straight (adv), straight (n)

1071 appeal oO verb to request a judge or others change a decision They will appeal the conviction. The appeal was rejected. appeal (n)

1072 highly Oo adv more than usual; to a great degree She is highly regarded by her staff. Active learners are highly 
motivated. high (adj)

1073 trust O verb to be confident that someone is honest and reliable I trust my students to read all of their extensive reading books on 
Xreading.

trust (n), trustworthy 
(adj)

1074 wonderful Ooo adj producing feelings of enjoyment or delight We had wonderful weather on the weekend. What a wonderful 
idea! wonder (n/v)

1075 flat O adj level; even; without curves or bumps Some people still believe the earth is flat. flatten (v)

1076 absolutely Oooo adv completely; totally; very She trusted him absolutely. absolute (adj)

1077 flow O verb to move steadily and easily in a certain direction The river flows much faster after heavy rains. Liquid flows. flow (n)

1078 fair O adj treating all people the same way I think a 100 yen for a coffee is a fair price. fair trade; fair price fair (n), unfair (adj), 
fairly (adv)

1079 additional oOoo adj further or added There will be some additional homework over the new year's holiday. add (v), additionally (adv)

1080 responsible oOoo adj having the duty of dealing with something; being the cause or creator of 
something; behaving in a mature and reasonable manner

You are responsible to contact your teacher if you can’t hand in 
assignments on time.

response (n), 
responsibility (n)


